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Abstract17

In recent years there has been considerable interest in using photonic ther-
mometers such as Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) and silicon ring resonators as
an alternative technology to resistance-based legacy thermometers. Although
FBG thermometers have been commercially available for decades their metro-
logical performance remains poorly understood, hindered in part by complex
behavior at elevated temperatures. In this study we systematically examine
the temporal evolution of the temperature response of 14 sensors that were
repeatedly cycled between 233 K and 393 K. Data exploration and mod-
elling indicate the need to account for serial-correlation in model selection.
Utilizing the coupled-mode theory treatment of FBG to guide feature se-
lection we evaluate various calibration models. Our results indicates that
a dynamic regression model can effectively reduce measurement uncertainty
due to hysteresis by up to ≈ 70% .
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1. Introduction22

Temperature measurements encompass almost every aspect of modern23

life ranging from advanced manufacturing to health screening constituting24

a multi-billion-dollar enterprise that is expected to continue growing as the25
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use of temperature sensors proliferate [1] (and refs within). Many thermom-26

etry techniques have been developed to meet the varied needs of the user27

community including resistance-based devices, such as thermistors and plat-28

inum resistance thermometers, as well as other sensing modalities including29

thermocouples, diodes and florescent probes. Standardized manufacturing of30

metal and semi-conductor based devices ensures an acceptable uncertainty31

(100 mK to few kelvin) over a given temperature range using nominal coeffi-32

cients. Tighter uncertainty performance (< 100 mK) requires time consum-33

ing calibrations of each individual sensor [2, 3, 4].34

The size of the temperature sensor market is a powerful motivator for35

developing novel technologies targeted towards meeting present and future36

measurement needs. The existing metrology infrastructure and user ex-37

pectations of minimum uncertainty metrics along with C-SWaP (cost, size,38

weight and power) performance requirements represent a formidable barrier39

to wide-spread adoption of any new temperature measurement technology [5].40

As such, any emerging technology is expected to not only provide a novel41

utility but be backwards compatible with existing infrastructure. Photonic42

thermometers due to their small size, excellent thermal conductivity and43

compatibility with telecom infrastructure are expected to meet or exceed44

user demands[5]. In recent years the photonic thermometry community has45

largely focused on exploration of novel materials (e.g. silicon[1, 6, 7, 8], silicon46

nitride[9], diamond, etc[10]), device configurations (Bragg waveguides[11],47

ring resonators[1, 6], photonic crystal cavities[12] etc) and instrumentation to48

widen the application window of photonic thermometers beyond metrology49

labs[6]. Until recently, systematic examination of temperature response of50

these devices including detailed characterization of measurement uncertain-51

ties has been lacking. Several authors have examined the behavior of type-I52

and type-II fiber Bragg gratings (FBG)1 sensors at high temperatures and53

found that the sensors undergo significant hysteresis that is dependent upon54

both temperature and duration of excursion [13, 14, 15]. These results are55

broadly in agreement with earlier research on FBG fabrication processes that56

suggests the fabrication process creates shallow trap states in the bandgap57

that are ”erased” at temperatures higher than 450 K[16, 17, 18, 19]. In ad-58

1grating types refer to photo-sensitivity mechanism used in writing of the grating. Type
1 rely on UV inscription in photosensitive fibers while Type II gratings are written using
localized ”damage” caused by two photon absorption
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dition, thermally driven ion migration between the fiber core and cladding,59

glass transition driven stress-strain changes in the fiber, crystallization of α-60

quartz phase, grating erasure at elevated temperatures and mode mixing are61

suspected to contribute to measurement uncertainty[17, 18]. At temperatures62

below 450 K, mechanistic details of thermal hysteresis are unknown[16, 20].63

Understanding the mechanism responsible for the hysteresis and quantify-64

ing its time-dependent impact on measurement uncertainties are the next65

steps in the development of FBG thermometers. In this study, we take a66

physics-informed approach to modeling hysteresis induced changes in the67

temperature response of FBG sensor. We rely on methods of machine learn-68

ing and time series forecasting to develop a practical model that can be69

cost-effectively deployed in industrial setting. We note that elucidation of70

mechanistic details of hysteresis process i.e. specific changes to the chemical71

potential or bandgap of the sensor is beyond scope of this study.72

2. Experimental73

In this study we have utilized commercially available FBG acquired from74

five different vendors. One set of sensor were coated with a protective layer75

of polyimide while another set of sensors were coated with an acrylic layer.76

All other sensors were acquired without the polymeric coating. The fibers77

were stored in a humidity controlled environment (20% Relative Humidity)78

prior to use. Each fiber was cleaved such as to leave 2 mm of excess fiber on79

one side of the sensor, with the other side, 0.5 m long, terminated in a fiber80

optic coupler. Unless noted otherwise, the sensor was then guided through81

a T-coupler into a glass tube. The active sensing area of the sensor, at the82

bottom of the glass tube, was placed inside a through-hole opening (200 µm83

dia.) of a small copper cylinder. The copper housing provides a strain-free84

mechanism for anchoring the loose fiber end whilst simultaneously providing85

a large thermal mass to ensure the the sensor remains in steady equilibrium.86

The glass tube was then continuously flushed with free-flowing Ar gas to87

prevent moisture condensation at temperatures below 283 K.88

The interrogation system has been described in detail elsewhere[13]. Briefly,89

the assembled FBG thermometer was placed in a cylindrical Aluminum block90

(25 mm diameter, 170 mm length). The cylinder has two 150 mm long blind91

holes (2.5 mm and 6.5 mm diameter) for accommodating a calibrated ther-92

mister or platinum resistance thermometer and the assembled FBG sensor,93

respectively. The calibrated thermometer’s uncertainties over the tempera-94
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ture range of 233 K to 393 K are below 10 mK. The Aluminum block is placed95

inside the dry-well calibrator (Fluke 9170 ) whose temperature is controlled96

by software written in LabVIEW that cycles the temperature between 23397

K to 393 K at preset intervals intervals (typically 5 K). Once the set tem-98

perature is achieved, the program allows for an equalisation period (20 mins99

unless noted otherwise). Following the equalization period the laser (New Fo-100

cus TLB-67002) is scanned over a ≤ 2 nm window around the Bragg reflection101

peak. A small amount of laser power was immediately picked up from the102

laser output for wavelength monitoring (HighFinesse WS/7) while the rest,103

after passing through the photonic device via an optical circulator (ThorLabs104

CIR1550PM-FC), was detected by a large sensing-area power meter (New-105

port, model 1936-R). Consecutive scans were recorded at each temperature106

and each sensor was thermally cycled at least three times in each run unless107

noted otherwise. The recorded data was fitted using a cubic spline to ex-108

tract peak center, peak height, and peak width as a function of temperature.109

The assembled dataset contains temperature response of 22 sensors includ-110

ing three quarter-phase gratings and two regenerated-FBG. The r-FBG’s111

response is not included in the analysis presented below. Six other sensors112

were eliminated from final consideration due to insufficient number of ther-113

mal cycles (one or less cycles were successfully collected). Features recorded114

against temperature include date and time of the measurement, peak cen-115

ter, peak height, full width at half max, area, kurtosis, sensor/grating type,116

coating, vendor (composite variable standing in for fabrication process vari-117

ability), time, laser power and experiment type (experiments where number118

of consecutive scans is 100 or greater are referred to ”annealing” as these119

experiments were designed to detect any slow relaxation process that might120

be occurring following temperature step). Data exploration was carried out121

using standard python[21] libraries (pandas[22], seaborn[23], matplotlib[24])122

while sklearn sci-kit[25] and statmodels[26] libraries were used for data mod-123

eling. A brief discussion of the exploratory data analysis and methodology124

employed for data modeling is included in the supplemental.125
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Figure 1: a) Measured temperature cycling profile for sensor S3. b) Measured wavelength
detunning vs temperature shows strong quasi-linear dependence that can be modeled as a
quadratic function. c) residual of a quadratic fit shows significant departures from normal
distribution due to hysteresis. d) time dependence of the residuals from the quadractic fit
shown in solid line clearly exhibits a linear increasing trend. The shaded region marks the
confidence interval for one-step prediction of AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA) models trained on the calibration ramp (see discussion for details.
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3. Results and Discussion126

We explored the complete dataset for possible correlations between tem-127

perature and sensor features (see supplemental for details). Exploratory128

data analysis indicates that besides peak center, which is strongly correlated129

with temperature, a multitude of features show some degree of correlation130

with temperature and could be useful in constructing a temperature inference131

model. Using all of these features together, however would be imprudent. To132

whittle down the number of candidate features we note that the temperature133

response of the FBG (and any photonic thermometer in general) relies on the134

thermo-optic coefficient to transduce temperature changes into the frequency135

changes[5] (and references within). We therefore, use coupled-model theory136

treatment of FBG[27, 17, 20] to narrow our feature selection down to only137

those features that are dependent on the grating refractive index.138

The refractive index of the grating can be written as[17]:

n = no
eff +∆nmean

eff +∆nmod
eff cos(

2πz

Λ
) (1)

where no
eff is the effective index of the unperturbed fiber, ∆nmean

eff and ∆nmod
eff139

are the ”DC” (period-average) and ”AC” (sinusodal change over the pe-140

riod) components of the effective index, respectively[17, 27]. The AC com-141

ponent can be evaluated by examining the maximum reflectivity (∆nmod
eff =142

λB tanh−1(
√

(Rmax)

πl
) or in the case of highly reflective gratings where reflectance143

does not appear to be a sensitive measure of ∆nmod
eff , FWHM of the grating144

spectra can be used. The FWHM of the grating response is known to vary145

linearly with changes in index modulation. The DC component of the refrac-146

tive index change of a grating is given by ∆nmean
eff = ∆λB

2Λ
and can be measured147

by tracking the detunning of the grating center wavelength away from the148

designed wavelength[17, 27, 16].149

We therefore restrict ourselves to core group of endogenous variables de-150

rived from spectral features- peak center, maximum reflectance, FWHM and151

kurtosis (stand-in for systematic variations in index along the grating length)152

to construct potential models. As a baseline model we use simple linear re-153

gression between (λB − λ
(298 K)
B ) and temperature as a quadratic function154

2Any mention of commercial products is for informational purposes only; it does not
imply recommendation or endorsement by NIST.
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(Table 1).3 We designate the first ascending ramp as the calibration run155

treating it as our training data upon which the regression model is trained.156

The remaining data is used as ”out-of-sample” validation set to not only157

evaluate how well the trained model generalizes the sensor response but also158

to characterize and quantify the impact of thermally induced hysteresis. The159

baseline model indicates an average training error of 513 mK and out-of sam-160

ple error of 878 mK. Ten of the 14 sensors examined here show significant161

thermal hysteresis or ageing effects (training error= 461 mK and out-of-162

sample error = 1040 mK). In these sensors hysteresis appears to be additive163

resulting in an offset error that shifts the intercept indicating the overall neff164

is increasing as the sensor is exposed to elevated temperature (Fig 1).
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Figure 2: Autocorrelation function (ACF) of S3 sensor’s residual is plotted against com-
puted time lags (a) and first-differenced residuals (c) are shown. b and d). Similarly on the
right hand panel the partial-autocorrelation function (PACF) plot for S3 sensor’s residual
(b) and first-differenced residuals (d) are shown. The shaded region marks the uncertainty
interval for the auto-correlation coefficients. These plots indicate that hysteresis in S3 is
can be modeled as (1,1, [1,2,4,5]) process. See supplemental for ACF and PACF plots for
every sensor examined in this study.

165

To improve upon our baseline model’s performance we need to account166

for changes in neff as the sensor is being thermally cycled. Equation 1 pro-167

3We used detuning as the independent parameter since it shows stronger correlation
with temperature than peak center. See supplemental for details
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vides a framework for breaking down changes in neff as arising from the AC168

or DC components of the grating. As noted above the aging effects result169

in redshift away from the grating wavelength at the start of thermal cycling,170

behaving as a DC refractive index change process. We model this redshift171

in baseline grating wavelength by employing a dynamic regression[28] model172

where the residuals from the training model are used to train a Autoregressive173

Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA)[28] whose output is added to training174

/calibration model’s output. We examined the auto correlation and partial175

auto-correlation plots of the residuals to determine a range of (p, d, q)4 param-176

eters for the ARIMA model that are needed to describe the time dependent177

behavior of the residuals (Fig 2). As shown in Fig 1d the time evolution of178

residuals is a non-stationary process as indicated by increasing trend. The179

presence of this trend is also captured by the ACF plot (Fig 2a) which shows180

positive values for the auto-correlation coefficient that slowly decrease as lags181

increase. In contrast, the first differenced residual time series’ ACF plot is182

dominated by the first time lag indicating the time series can be transformed183

into a stationary process by taking the first difference. Furthermore, we note184

that a lack of significant peaks at longer time lags or multiples of time lags185

indicates a lack of cyclical behavior in the time evolution of the hysteresis.186

The ACF and PACF plots of the difference residuals are used to deter-187

mine the dominant terms for the autoregressive and moving average terms188

by selecting the highest time time lags correlation coefficients significantly189

larger than the calculated uncertainty. These parameters were then further190

optimized by maximizing the log-likelihood of the fit. Overall our exploration191

of parameter space indicates that simple ARIMA models containing a linear192

trend (d = 1) and short term moving average (q < 10) and autoregressive193

term (p < 2) is sufficient to capture long term changes in the residual across194

all sensors. That is, the long-term drift in FBG can be described as consist-195

ing of three components: a slow linear drift, a short-term memory (< 300 s)196

and a white noise component. Caution should be exercised when using the197

order of ARIMA terms to draw insights into physical processes responsible198

for the observed hysteresis. Given that changes in Bragg wavelength are due199

to changes in the neff , we interpret the linear trend as indicating the neff200

4p, d, q refer to the order of autoregressive, integrative and moving average processes.
Hence a (1,1,1) process would be a described as being autoregressive in the first order with
a simple linear trend and a moving average of one. The first order difference i.e. linear
trend correction is necessary to make the time series stationary
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of the sensor shows a slow, linear increase as thermal cycles progress. The201

origin(s) of the short-term memory effect is difficult to assign. It is likely that202

this term is capturing short term process such as modal noise due to thermal203

or strain relaxation in the fiber or short-term correlation in the temperature204

control loop of the bath.205

As shown in Table 1 the mean uncertainty for one-step prediction is only206

265 mK while uncertainty when using dynamic prediction5 over the out-of-207

sample set is 623 mK which is 69% and 41% lower than the baseline model,208

respectively. We note that while the model performs well over the short-term209

(one-step forecast), uncertainty in the forecast grows with the horizon. As210

such these models are most appropriate over finite horizons. For metrology211

problems requiring infinite horizons, state-space models or long-short term212

memory (LSTM) models[29] that incorporate device physics, chemistry and213

thermal history may be more appropriate.214

We evaluated the possibility that hysteresis maybe accounted by changes215

in the AC component i.e. the observed hysteresis may derive in part from216

the grating contrast erasure. As noted above, changes in the AC component217

of index proportionally impact the amplitude and width of the resonance218

spectra. In order to incorporate the AC index change into our model, we219

therefore incorporate additional features (time normalized amplitude, frac-220

tional FWHM and kurtosis)6 into a multivariate regression model employing221

L2 regularization (α = 0.000001), multi-layer preceptrons (MLP) with one or222

two hidden layers employing sigmodial activation ([100x1] or [5x1],[3x1] , re-223

spectively) and a hidden-state-like model where amplitude, fractional width224

and kurtosis are transformed and regressed to predict peak center detunning,225

(λB −λ
(298K)
B ), which in turn is added as a feature along with measured peak226

center detunning to a multivariate regression model. As shown in Table 2 the227

resulting models fail to improve upon the baseline model, generally perform-228

ing worse. Failure of these models to accurately compensate for hysteresis229

suggests that while spectral features other than the peak center show tempo-230

ral changes, these changes are neither linearly correlated with temperature231

nor the observed peak center. Hysteresis in FBG can be adequately modeled232

5see supplemental for discussion of differences between one-step vs dynamic prediction
6kurtosis is a stand-in variable for non-uniform changes in AC index along the fiber axis

i.e. it reports on the dephasing of the grating index contrast. time-normalized amplitude
and fractional width are used in place of amplitude and FWHM, respectively, because
they show stronger correlations with peak center.
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as a DC-only process.233

Table 1: Results of Dynamic Regression Model for Hysteresis Compensation

Sensor Hysteric Training
error

Out of
sample
error

One
step
error

Dynamic
pred.
error

Uncorrected
error
over
dynamic
range

S1 Yes 0.1369 2.106 0.32 0.79 1.9
S2 Yes 0.352 1.553 0.09 0.78 1.45
S3 Yes 0.4683 1.06 0.15 0.42 0.69
S4 Yes 0.774 0.88 0.34 0.48 0.81
S5 Yes 0.4576 0.761 0.17 0.42 0.598
S6 Yes 0.2485 0.749 0.25 0.6 0.67
S7 Yes 0.5381 0.808 0.34 0.55 2.35
S8 Yes 0.8184 1.269 0.63 1.05 1.08
S9 Yes 0.4565 0.81 0.15 0.73 0.54
S10 Yes 0.3622 0.4 0.21 0.41 0.41

S11 No 0.7529 0.6985 0.29 0.47 0.73
S12 No 0.5255 0.5745 0.16 0.6 0.66
S13 a No 0.445 0.447 0.29 0.48 0.45
S13 b No 0.424 0.431 0.28 0.57 0.43
S14 No 0.9336 0.6275 0.25 0.85 0.83

Mean c 0.461 1.04 0.265 0.623 1.05
Mean d 0.513 0.878 0.261 0.613 0.9

a input power less than 10 microwatt
b input power 2.5 mW
c mean of hysteretic sensors only
d mean of all sensors

234
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Table 2: Modeling Hysteresis using an Expanded
set of Spectral Features as Inputs to the Calibration
Model

Model Training Error (K) Out of
Sample
Error (K)

Baselinea 0.513 0.878
Hidden-
state-likeb

0.627 6.66

Lasso c 1.13 6.31
MLPd 10.42 22.98
MLP e 7.88 21.14

a peak center detuning is the only input
b fractional width, kurtosis and amplitude are
used to predict wavelength detunning. this pre-
diction is used as an input to a regression model
along with measured wavelength detunning to
infer temperature
c input features include wavelength detunning,
kurtosis, fractional width and area, alpha =
0.000001;
d hidden layers [5*3], alpha = 0.0001
e hidden layer [100], alpha = 0.0001

235
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4. Summary236

Long term hysteresis or ageing effects in photonic thermometers [13, 14,237

15, 12] represent a significant measurement science challenge to the adoption238

of photonic thermometry in-lieu of resistance thermometers. In this study we239

demonstrate that guided by device physics we can deploy proven statistical240

techniques to model the ageing effects and successfully reduce the measure-241

ment uncertainty by up to 70%. Our work here serves as a motivation to242

develop first principles based thermo-optic coefficient models that can be243

co-depolyed with ARIMA models in Kalman filter like predictor-corrector244

algorithms to reduce measurement uncertainty and gain mechanistic under-245

standing of processes driving long and short term drift in sensor characteris-246

tics.247
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